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1. A major task which confronted ______________ as the first evangelist was the 
construction of a continuous story out of the many single stories and brief blocks of 
Jesus traditions which were in circulation.

     	--->> Mark

     	      Matthew

     	      Luke

     	      John

2. The gospel of the early church focused primarily on the proclamation of the 
_____________ of Jesus.

     	      miraculous work

     	--->> death and resurrection

     	      baptism and teachings

     	      resurrection and ascension

3. After the Gospels were written, oral stories that were not part of the written Gospels 
_____________ as part of the authentic Christian message

     	      doubtfully acceptabnle

     	      were no longer acceptable

     	      reluctantly acceptable

     	--->> were still acceptable

4. The early Christians used the term 

     	      power

     	      miracle

     	      reign

     	--->> preaching
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5. It was ___________ to make some literary changes in the gospels to incorporate the 
story smoothly into the flow of the extended narrative

     	      not necessary

     	--->> necessary

     	      highly deceptive

     	      mildly deceptive

6. Gospel was used in the Jewish scriptures to refer to the _______________ of a son 
(Jer. 20:15).

     	--->> birth

     	      death

     	      healing

     	      sacrificing

7. The authors of the Gospels in the New Testament _________________ the fund of 
anecdotes about Jesus which had been preserved in oral traditions

     	      meticulously used only

     	      carefully refused to use

     	--->> drew heavily on

     	      deceptively drew heavily on

8. The term 

     	      an emperor spirit

     	      Jesus the son of God

     	--->> an emperor god

     	      the spirit of the Son of God

9. the relative stablilisation of the oral tradition _______________ rule out the 
continued changes and adjustment in the stories the church told about Jesus.

     	      does partially

     	      does
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     	--->> does not

     	      does completely

10. There are ________________ evidences in gospels related some of the changes 
and adaptations that took place in the process of oral transmission

     	--->> ample of

     	      no single

     	      doubtful

     	      incriminating
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